
DMD is the market leader in the Vintage 

helmet business because it found the way 

to improve the original 70’s shell desing 

matching it with all the modern safety 

standards.

The focus of the company was to change 

the traditional shape of the helmet into a 

retro version in order to make the helmet 

a fashion and stylish accessory with an 

original design.

The company worked very hard on the 

dimension of the helmet in order to get 

the smallest homologated shell of its 

category with a perfect fit and maximum 

compactness.

DMD Vintage helmet is not only smart and 

distinctive but also designed for maximum 

head comfort and protection.

DMD brand is a synonymous of high 

quality, safety and comfort.



TECHNICAL DETAILS:

 

› Fiberglass Shell

› Removable and washable liner

› Three different shells for perfect fit and maximum 

compactness

› Integrated Snaps for Visors/Shields

› Padded chin strap with Double D-ring closure

› ECE – DOT Homologation

The Vintage helmet comes in three different shells:

vintage
The Vintage Helmet is a remake of the famous and 

iconic 70’s shell and it is the smallest homologated 

helmet of its category.

The shell is made in fiberglass and it has a very high 

comfort thanks to its fabulous inner lining.

The focus of the company was to change the 

traditional helmet shape into a retro version in order to 

make the helmet a fashion and stylish accessory with 

an original design.

The collection is available in more than 30 graphics;

each model has its own personality and they have cool 

custom paints.

SHELL 2 M  56/57 cm

SHELL 3 L  58 cm XL  59/60 cm

collection

SHELL 1 XS  54 cm S  55 cm
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TECHNICAL DETAILS:

 

› Carbon kevlar shell

› Removable and washable liner

› Padded chin strap with Double D-ring closure

› ECE – DOT Homologation

The Rocket helmet comes in two shells:

rocket
collection

SMALL SHELL XS  53/54 cm S  55/56 cm M  57/58 cm

NORMAL SHELL L  59/60 cm XL  61/62 cm XXL  63 cm

The Rocket helmet comes up with the idea to 

improve the design based on the first full-face helmet 

introduced in the market in 1970, matching it with all 

the modern safety standards.

Available in white and black as options.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS:

 

› Carbon kevlar shell

› Removable and washable liner

› Padded chin strap with Double D-ring closure

› ECE - DOT Homologation

The Racer helmet comes in two shells:

racer
The Racer helmet is a new and improved design based 

on the first full-face Motocross helmet introduced in 

1975.

The full-coverage style with extra facial protection is 

built up around the noose and you will have an extra 

protection for your “winning smile”.

It has a space large enough for goggles.

collection

SMALL SHELL XS  53/54 cm S  55/56 cm M  57/58 cm

NORMAL SHELL L  59/60 cm XL  61/62 cm XXL  63 cm
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leather
collection

TECHNICAL DETAILS:

 

› Carbon kevlar Shell

› Removable and washable liner

› Three different shells for perfect fit and maximum 

compactness

› Integrated Snaps for Visors/Shields

› Padded chin strap with Double D-ring closure

› ECE – DOT Homologation

The Vintage helmet comes in three different shells:

The leather collection is a remake of the famous and 

iconic 70’s shell and it is the smallest homologated 

helmet of its category.

The shell is made in fiberglass and it has a very high 

comfort thanks to its fabulous inner lining.

The focus of the company was to change the 

traditional helmet shape into a retro version in order to 

make the helmet a fashion and stylish accessory with 

an original design.

The collection is available in more than 30 graphics;

each model has its own personality and they have cool 

custom paints.

SHELL 2 M  56/57 cm

SHELL 3 L  58 cm XL  59/60 cm

SHELL 1 XS  54 cm S  55 cm
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TECHNICAL DETAILS:

 

› Carbon kevlar shell

› Removable and washable liner

› Padded chin strap with Double D-ring closure

› ECE-DOT Homologation

The SeventyFive helmet comes in two shells:

seventyfive
SeventyFive is a tribute to the stylish icon of the 70’S. 

DMD launched a new replica of that helmet giving a 

new soul for all the riders who wish to be back to the 

raceways of the Golden Age.

The helmet is an improved design of the Racer model 

and the name comes from the year when the company 

was born.

The helmet has slotted air vents to increase air supply 

and it has 3 snaps for a snap on visor.

It has a space large enough for goggles.

collection

SMALL SHELL XS  53/54 cm S  55/56 cm M  57/58 cm

NORMAL SHELL L  59/60 cm XL  61/62 cm XXL  63 cm
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TECHNICAL DETAILS:

 

› Carbon kevlar shell

› Handmade painted

› Removable and washable liner 

› Padded chin strap with Double D-ring closure.

› ECE – DOT Homologation

handmade
Dedicated to those who love to stand out, moved from 

the desire of possessing a rare and precious helmet. 

Cool custom designs, handmade painted, with vintage 

taste and own style.

collection
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ghost 
goggles

collection

TECHNICAL DETAILS:

 

› Black injected polycarbonate frame.

› Bi-material facial foam rubber + gray velvet, foam 

rubber ventilations specific for bikes.

› Clear anti-scratch and anti-fog lenses.

› Available clear and fumè

›  e Ansi Z87.1

Ghost Goggles is available for both Racer and 

Seventyfive helmets.
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scarves
DMD Scarves Collection includes 9 bandanas with 

exclusive graphics for both men and women. 

Cotton and Silk. 135x135cm.

Made in Italy.
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solo rider
Solo Rider is a stylish, high-quality and lightweight 

leather jacket available in two different colors.

Cotton lining. 

Stand-up collar.

4 pockets.

S, M, L, XL, XXL.
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The collection includes a line of t-shirts and fleeces.

The Stylistic will was to represent the DMD world 

essence getting inspired from graphics with

an eye on the past.

Available in different colours and graphics.

100% cotton.

S, M, L, XL, XXL.

t-shirts
and fleeces
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bags
› Made in real leather

› One size

› Inner pocket

› L50xW30xH35cm

› Made in Italy

BLACK
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